Kitchen Smart: Cabinets

The Kitchen Smart books are among the
most up-to-date and well-researched series
available that deal with kitchen remodeling
and design issues. With more than half of a
typical kitchen budget devoted to cabinets,
it is no surprise that the first volume deals
exclusively with this critical design
component. This book is incredibly
thorough, exploring every topic of
importance, from different construction
methods to available material options to
various door styles to hardware and finish
possibilities to the trade-offs among RTA,
stock, semi-custom, and custom cabinets.
Additionally, a great deal of practical
advice is offered regarding ways to
maximize storage space and accessibility,
to save costs, and to deal effectively with
service professionals. Framed or frameless?
Natural or engineered wood? Glass or solid
doors? Painted or stained? Knobs or pulls?
Replace or reface? When it comes to
kitchen cabinets, there are many important
choices that have to be navigated. So get
the best possible guide for the job - with
thousands of dollars and the look and feel
of the most important room in your home
on the line, you deserve no less.
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